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Across 

2.    Used in the film, television, and entertainment  
       industry to realize scenes, such as space  
       travel, that    cannot be achieved by live action  
       or normal means. (two words)  
4.    "Beautiful Soup so rich so green, Waiting in a  
       hot ______ "  
9.    Edward Everett Horton was also in this 1934  
       Cary Grant movie (three words)  
11.  The soup that the Mock Turtle sings about is a 
       "soup of the _______ ". (time of day)  
13.  Charlie Ruggles played the _____ Hare.  
15.  "Turtle Soup" (or "Beautiful Soup") is a parody  
       of a song called " ____ of the Evening, Beautiful  
       ____"  
16.  ____ turtle; or to follow a pattern, model, or  
       example  
18.  Gary Cooper played the White ______ .  
20.  Alice's Adventures in Wonderland is a work of  
       children's literature by the English    
       mathematician and author, Reverend Charles         
       Lutwidge Dodgson, and he wrote this book  
       using the pseudonym _____________. (two  
       words) 
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Down 

1.    He played the part of Humpty Dumpty  
3.    A broadly grinning cat  
5.    Richard 'Skeets' Gallagher also played a role in  
       this 1932 Cary Grant movie. (five words)  
6.    Cary's wife's first husband in this 1934 movie  
       was played by Edward Everett Horton (four  
       words)  
7.    Polly Moran plays the part of the ____ Bird, an  
       extinct heavy flightless bird of the island of  
       Mauritius that was larger than a turkey and    
       was related to the pigeon  
8.    The Mock Turtle sings "_________ ____ ." (two  
       words)  
10.  An afternoon social gathering at which a  
       certain warm beverage is usually served (two  
       words)  
12.  A recreational pastime and also a competitive  
       sport which involves hitting wooden or plastic  
       balls with a mallet through hoops embedded  
       into grass  
14.  Ned Sparks plays the part of the ___________ ,  
       or the elongated wormlike larva of a butterfly  
       or moth  
17.  Alice enters her fantasy world by stepping  
       through a _____________ . (two words)  
19.  Sterling ________ played the part of the Frog,  
       but also did the voice of the cheshire cat in the  
       1951 movie, Alice in Wonderland. 


